e overall objective of our framework is summarized as follows:
where O D is the objective of the distributional module and O P is the objective of the paern module. Next, we introduce the details of each module.
Distributional
Module. e distributional module of our framework considers the global distributional features for synonym discovery. e module consists of an unsupervised part and a supervised part. In the unsupervised part, a co-occurrence network encoding the distributional information of strings will be constructed, and we try to preserve the distributional information into the string embeddings. Meanwhile in the supervised part, the synonym seeds will be used to learn a distributional score function, which takes string embeddings as features to predict whether two strings are synonymous or not. Unsupervised Part. In the unsupervised part, we rst construct a co-occurrence network between dierent strings, which captures their distributional information. Formally, all strings (i.e., entity surface strings and other unlinkable strings) within a sliding window of a certain size w in the text corpus are considered to be co-occurring with each other. e weight for each pair of strings in the co-occurrence network is dened as their co-occurrence count.
Aer network construction, we aim to preserve the encoded distributional information into the string embeddings, so that strings with similar semantic meanings will have similar embeddings. To preserve the distributional information, we observe that the cooccurrence counts of strings are related to the following factors. O 3.1 (CO ). (1) If two strings have similar semantic meanings, then they are more likely to co-occur with each other. (2) If a string tends to appear in the context of another one, then they tend to co-occur frequently. e above observation is quite intuitive. If two strings have similar semantic meanings, they are more likely to be mentioned in the same topics, and therefore have a larger co-occurrence probability. For example, the strings "data mining" and "text mining" are highly correlated, while they have quite dierent meanings from the word "physics", and we can observe that the co-occurrence chances between "data mining" and "text mining" are much larger than those between "data mining" and "physics". On the other hand, some string pairs with very dierent meanings may also have large cooccurrence counts, when one tends to appear in the context of the other one. For example, the word "capital" oen appears in the context of "USA", even they have very dierent meanings.
To exploit the above observation, for each string u, besides its embedding vector x u , we also introduce a context vector c u , which describes what kinds of strings are likely co-mentioned with u. Given a pair of strings (u, ), we model the conditional probability p(u| ) as follows:
where Z is a normalization term. We see that if u and have similar embedding vectors, meaning they have similar semantic meanings, the rst part (x T u x ) of the equation will be large, leading to a large conditional probability, which corresponds to therst observation 3.1. On the other hand, if the embedding vector of u is similar to the context vector of , meaning u tends to appear in the context of , the second part (x T u c ) becomes large, which also leads to a large conditional probability, and this process corresponds to the second observation 3.1.
To preserve the distributional information of strings, we expect the estimated distribution p(·| ) to be close to the empirical distribution p 0 (·| ) (i.e., p 0 (u| ) = w u, /d , where w u, is the cooccurrence count between u and , and d is the degree of in the network) for each string . erefore, we minimize the KL distance between p(·| ) and p 0 (·| ), which is equivalent to the following objective [24] :
where V is the vocabulary of all strings. Directly optimizing the above objective is computational expensive since it involves traversing all strings in the vocabulary when computing the conditional probability. erefore, we leverage the negative sampling techniques [9] to speed up the learning process, which modify the conditional probability p(u| ) in Eqn. 3 as follows:
where (x ) = 1/(1+exp( x )) is the sigmoid function. e rst term tries to maximize the probabilities of some observed string pairs, while the second term tries to minimize the probabilities of N noisy pairs, and u n is sampled from a noisy distribution P ne (u) / d 3/4 u and d u is the degree of string u in the network.
Supervised Part. e unsupervised part of the distributional module can eectively preserve the distributional information of strings into the learned string embeddings. In the supervised part, we will utilize the collected synonym seeds to train a distributional score function, which treats the string embeddings as features to predict whether two strings have the synonym relation or not.
To measure how likely two strings are synonymous, we introduce a score for each pair of strings. Inspired by the existing study [36] , we use the following bilinear function to dene the score of a string pair (u, ):
where x u is the embedding of string u, W D is a parameter matrix for the score function. Due to the eciency issue, in this paper we constrain W D as a diagonal matrix.
To learn the parameters W D in the score function, we expect that the synonymous string pairs could have larger scores than those randomly sampled pairs. erefore we adopt the following ranking based objective for learning:
where S seed is the set of synonymous string pairs, 0 is a string randomly sampled from the string vocabulary. By maximizing the above objective, the learned parameter matrix W D will be able to distinguish those synonymous pairs from others. Meanwhile, we will update the string embeddings to maximize the objective, which will bring more predictive abilities to the learned embeddings.
Algorithm 1 Optimization Algorithm of the DPE
Input: A co-occurrence network between strings N occur , a set of seed synonym pairs S seed , a set of training paerns S pat . Output: e string embeddings x, parameters of the distributional score function W D , parameters of the paern classier W P . 1: while iter  I do 2:
Sample a string pair (u, ) from N occur . 4: Randomly sample N negative string pairs {(u, n )} N n=1 .
5:
Update x, c w.r.t. L C .
6:
Optimize L S 7:
Sample a string pair (u, ) from S seed .
8:
Randomly sample a negative string pair (u, n )
9:
Update x and W D w.r.t. L S .
10:
Optimize O P
11:
Sample a paern from S pat .
12:
Update x and W P w.r.t. O P . 13: end while entity, and these existing name strings will vote to decide whether the candidate string is a synonym of the query entity.
However, the above method is not scalable. e reason is that the computational cost of the paern score Score P is very high, as we need to collect and analyze all the sentences mentioning both the target strings. When the number of candidate strings is very large, calculating the paern scores for all candidate strings can be very time-consuming. To solve the problem, as the distributional score Score D between two target strings is easy to calculate, a more ecient solution could be rst utilizing the distributional score Score D to construct a set of high potential candidates, and then using the integrated score Score to nd the synonyms from those high potential candidates. erefore, for each query entity e, we rst rank each candidate string according to their distributional scores Score D , and extract the top ranked candidate strings as the high potential candidates. Aer that, we re-rank the high potential candidates with the integrated score Score, and treat the top ranked candidate strings as the discovered synonym of entity e. With such two-step strategy, we are able to discover synonyms both precisely and eciently.
EXPERIMENT 5.1 Experiment Setup
Datasets. ree datasets are constructed in our experiments. (1) Wiki + Freebase: We treat the rst 100K articles in the Wikipedia 3 dataset as the text data, and the Freebase 4 [4] as the knowledge base. (2) PubMed + UMLS: We collect around 1.5M paper abstracts from the PubMed dataset 5 , and use the UMLS 6 dataset as our knowledge base. (3) NYT + Freebase: We randomly sample 118664 documents from 2013 New York Times news articles, and we select the Freebase as the knowledge base. For each dataset, we adopt the Stanford CoreNLP package [8] 7 to do tokenization, part-of-speech tagging and dependency parsing. We ltered out strings that appear less than 10 times. e window size is set as 5 when constructing the co-occurrence network between strings. e statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table 1 . For each dataset, we randomly sample some linked entities as the training entities, and all their synonyms are used as seeds by the compared approaches. We also randomly sample a few linked entities as test entities, which are used for evaluation.
Two seings are considered in our experiments, i.e., the warmstart seing and the cold-start seing. In the warm-start seing, for each test entity, we assume that 50% of its synonyms are already given, and we aim to use them to infer the rest 50%. In the cold-start seing, we are only given the original name of each test entity, and our goal is to infer all its synonyms in knowledge bases.
During evaluation, we treat all unlinkable strings (i.e., words or phrases that are not linked to any entities in the knowledge base) as the candidate strings. In both seings, we add the ground-truth synonyms of each test entity into the set of candidate strings, and we aim to rank the ground-truth synonyms at the top positions among all candidate strings. For the evaluation metrics, we report the Precision at Position K (P@K), Recall at Position K (R@K) and F1 score at Position K (F1@K).
Compared algorithms.
We select the following algorithms to compare. (1) Patty [11] : a paern based approach for relation extraction, which can be applied to our problem by treating the collected synonym seeds as training instances. (2) SVM [29]: a distributional based approach, which uses the bag-of-words features and learns an SVM classier for synonym discovery. (3) word2vec [9]: a word embedding approach. We use the learned string embedding as features and train a score function in Eqn. 5 for synonym discovery. (4) GloVe [13] : another word embedding approach. Similar to word2vec, we use the learned string embedding as features and train a score function for synonym discovery. (5) PTE [23] : a text embedding approach, which is able to exploit both the text data and the entity types provided in knowledge bases to learn string embeddings. Aer embedding learning, we apply the score function in Eqn. 5 for synonym discovery. (6) RKPM [27]: a knowledge powered string embedding approach, which utilizes both the raw text and the synonym seeds for synonym discovery. 
5.1.4
Parameter Seings. For all embedding based approaches, we set the embedding dimension as 100. For DPE and its variants, we set the learning rate as 0.01 and the number of negative samples P@1 R@1 F1@1 P@5 R@5 F1@5 P@1 R@1 F1@1 P@5 R@5 F1@5 P@1 R@1 F1@1 P@5 R@5 Table 3 : antitative results on the cold-start setting. N when optimizing the co-occurrence network L D is set as 5. When collecting the syntactic features in the paern module, we set the ngram length N as 3. e parameter , which controls the weights of the two modules during synonym discovery, is set as 0.1 by default. We set the number of iterations as 10 billions. During synonym inference, we rst adopt the distributional module to extract top 100 ranked strings as the high potential candidates, then we use both modules to re-rank them. For word2vec, PTE, the number of negative examples is also set as 5, and the initial learning rate is set as 0.025, as suggested by [9, 23, 24] . e number of iterations is set as 20 for word2vec, and for PTE we sample 10 billion edges to ensure convergence. For GloVe, we use the default parameter seings as used in [13] . For RKPM, we set the learning rate as 0.01, and the iteration is set as 10 billion to ensure convergence.
Experiments and Performance Study
1. Comparing DPE with other baseline approaches. Table 2 , Table 3 and Figure 5 present the results on the warm-start and cold-start seings. In both seings, we see that the paern based approach Pay does not perform well, and our proposed approach DPE signicantly outperforms Pay. is is because most synonymous strings will never co-appear in any sentences, leading to the low recall of Pay. Also, many paerns discovered by Pay are not so reliable, which may harm the precision of the discovered synonyms. DPE addresses this problem by incorporating the distributional information, which can eectively complement and regulate the paern information, leading to higher recall and precision.
Comparing DPE with the distributional based approaches (word2vec, GloVe, PTE, RKPM), DPE still signicantly outperforms them.e performance gains mainly come from: (1) we exploit the co-occurrence observation 3.1 during training, which enables us to beer capture the semantic meanings of dierent strings; (2) we incorporate the paern information to improve the performances.
2. Comparing DPE with its variants. To beer understand why DPE achieves beer results, we also compare DPE with several variants. From Table 2 and Table 3 , we see that in most cases, the distributional module of our approach (DPE-NoP) can already outperform the best baseline approach RKPM. is is because we utilize the co-occurrence observation 3.1 in our distributional module, which helps us capture the semantic meanings of strings more eectively. By separately training the paern module aer the distributional module, and using both modules for synonym discovery (DPE-TwoStep), we see that the results are further improved, which demonstrates that the two modules can indeed mutually complement each other for synonym discovery. If we jointly train both modules (DPE), we obtain even beer results, which shows that our proposed joint optimization framework can benet the training process and therefore helps achieve beer results. 3. Performances w.r.t. the weights of the modules. During synonym discovery, DPE will consider the scores from both the distributional module and the paern module, and the parameter controls the relative weight. Next, we study how DPE behaves under dierent . e results on the Wiki dataset are presented in Figure 6 . We see that when is either small or large, the performance is not so good. is is because a small will emphasize only the distributional module, while a large will assign too much weight to the paern module. erefore, either the distributional module or the paern module cannot discover synonyms eectively, and we must integrate them during synonym discovery. 4. Performances w.r.t. the percentage of the training entities. During training, DPE will use the synonyms of the training entities as seeds to guide the training. To understand how the training entities will aect the results, we report the performances of DPE under dierent percentages of training entities. Figure 7 (a) presents the results on the Wiki dataset under the warm-start seing. We see that compared with RKPM, DPE needs fewer labeled data to converge. is is because the two modules in our framework can mutually complement each other, and therefore reduce the demand of the training entities. 5. Performances w.r.t. the number of entity name strings used in inference. Our framework aims to discover synonyms at the entity level. Specically, for each query entity, we use its existing name strings to disambiguate the meaning for each other, and let them vote to discover the missing synonyms. In this section, we study how the number of name strings in inference will aect the results. We sample a number of test entities from the Wiki dataset, and utilize 1⇠4 existing name strings of each entity to do inference. Figure 7 (b) presents the results. We see that DPE consistently outperforms RKPM. Besides, DPE also outperforms its variant DPE-NoP, especially when the number of name strings used in inference is small. e reason may be that the paern module of DPE can eectively complement the distributional module when only few entity name strings are available during inference. Figure 4 . From the learned synonym list, we have ltered out all existing synonyms in knowledge bases, and the red strings are the new synonyms discovered by our framework. We see that our framework nds many new synonyms which have not been included in knowledge bases. Besides, by introducing the paern module, we see that some false synonyms (RMB and WW I) obtained by DPE-NoP will be ltered out by DPE, which demonstrates that combing the distributional features and the local paerns can indeed improve the performances. 2. Top ranked positive paerns. To exploit the local paerns in our framework, our paern module learns a paern classier to predict whether a paern expresses the synonym relation between the target strings. To test whether the learned classier can precisely discover some positive paerns for synonym discovery, we show some top-ranked positive paerns learned by the classier and also the corresponding sentences. Table 5 presents the results, in which the red strings are the target strings. We see that all the three paerns indeed express the synonym relations between the target strings, which proves that our learned paern classier can eectively nd some positive paerns and therefore benet the synonym discovery.
RELATED WORK
Synonym Discovery. Various approaches have been proposed to discover synonyms from dierent kinds of information. Most of them exploit structured knowledge such as query logs [2, 16, 30] for synonym discovery. Dierent from them, we aim to discover synonyms from raw text corpora, which is more challenging.
ere are also some methods trying to discover string relations (e.g., synonym relation, antonym relation, hypernym relation) from raw texts, including some distributional based approaches and pattern based approaches. Both approaches can be applied to our seing. Given some training seeds, the distributional based approaches [6, 12, 19, 25, 25, 27, 29] discover synonyms by representing strings with their distributional features, and learning a classier to predict the relation between strings. Dierent from them, the paern based approaches [5, 11, 15, 20, 22, 35] consider the sentences mentioning a pair of synonymous strings, and learn some textual paerns from these sentences, which are further used to discover more synonyms. Our proposed approach naturally integrates the two types of approaches, which enjoys both merits of them. Text Embedding. Our work is also related to text embedding techniques, which learn low-dimensional vector representations for strings from raw texts. e learned embedding capture some semantic correlations between strings, which can be used as features for synonym extraction. Most text embedding approaches [9, 13, 24] only exploit the text data, which cannot exploit information from knowledge bases to guide the embedding learning. ere are also some studies trying to incorporate knowledge bases to improve the embedding learning. [18, 23] exploit entity types to enhance the learned embedding and [7, 28, 31, 34] exploit existing relation facts in knowledge bases as constraints to improve the performances.
Compared with these methods, our embedding approach can beer preserve the semantic correlations of strings with the the cooccurrence observation 3.1. Besides, both the distributional module and the paern module of our approach will provide supervision for embedding learning, which brings stronger predictive abilities to the learned embeddings under the synonym discovery problem.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the problem of automatic synonym discovery with knowledge bases, aiming to discover missing synonyms for entities in knowledge bases. We proposed a framework called the DPE, which naturally integrates the distributional based approaches and the paern based approaches. We did extensive experiments on three real-world datasets. Experimental results proved the eectiveness of our proposed framework.
